CABLE’S FIBER-FORWARD MARCH
Hundreds of thousands of route miles and a diverse array of
empowered customers are signs of a transformation in the
way U.S. businesses connect.

Nearly every hour of every business day, a communications transformation takes place. Outside an office building, a
warehouse, a hospital, a school or a business campus, a technician unlocks a secure equipment cabinet to reveal an
interior constellation of thin plastic wires. Inside a service vehicle that doubles as a dust-free workspace, the technician
pares back the polymer coating on one of these strands to expose a hair-thin glass fiber inside. With a tabletop
instrument, the worker cleaves each of two cleaned fibers to create identical 90-degree endpoints, and fuses these
fibers together to create a perfectly aligned splice.
This marriage – uniting an existing fiber access network with a secondary connection to a business demarcation point –
happens across multiple locations in any given workweek as a new breed of skilled craftspeople advance the fiber optic
data revolution, one new connection at a time.
For the Society of Cable Telecommunications
Engineers, a Pennsylvania organization that helps
train cable industry professionals, the ritual described
above is the basis for a certification program that has
turned thousands of individuals into fiber optic
installation experts. “Cable is continually laying fiber to
connect new commercial accounts,” says Dean
Stoneback, senior director of engineering for the SCTE
and an industry veteran who oversees the training
initiatives. “It’s a major area of focus for us today.”

Cable is continually
laying fiber to connect
new commercial accounts.
Dean Stoneback
Senior Director of Engineering,
SCTE

The swelling workload is proof of a little-recognized reality: Cable companies have become significant players in a
market once dominated by a few legacy telephone companies and pure-play fiber optics providers.

MILES AND MORE MILES
Data from the industry publisher Fierce Telecom underscore how cable companies are now forces to be reckoned with
on the national fiber optics stage. Comcast, with more than 150,000 fiber route miles and climbing, has built more fiber
mileage than the top three competitive U.S. fiber providers (Level 3, Birch and Zayo) combined. Spectrum Enterprise,
part of the second-largest U.S. cable company Charter Communications, maintains more fiber route miles than all but
three telecommunications providers (AT&T, Verizon and CenturyLink).
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Driving this accelerated deployment is the
success cable companies have had in
cracking a U.S. business-telecom marketplace
that was once dominated by just a handful of
legacy providers. Although the cable industry
has its roots in residential video and data
services, the business category is now the
fastest-growing component of the industry’s
revenue mix. U.S. cable industry revenues
from the business services arena exceeded
$10 billion in 2016, more than double the
amount recorded just five years earlier.

NETWORK INVESTMENTS
The strong demand cable companies have
encountered for fiber optic connections from
the business community has translated into greater investment in network buildouts devoted to mid-market and large
enterprise customers. As of April 2017, the New York-based cable company Altice USA counts more than 14,000
business locations connected to its Altice Business fiber network, with more than 8,000 of them in the New York Metro
area. Among recent additions are hundreds of New Jersey schools and school districts that are leveraging the
high-speed, all-fiber network capabilities to advance an array of applications, including cloud-based learning,
record-keeping, security and curriculum initiatives. Bergen County Technical Schools system admin John Cottage said
the Altice Business network has enabled schools “to significantly improve network speed and reliability, all within budget.”
Similar examples abound. In November 2016, Comcast announced it would inject
more than $30 million to expand its fiber-based Ethernet network in and around
Philadelphia, where the company already served 3,000 business customers. The
expansion will extend the network, which is capable of delivering 100
gigabits-per-second (Gbps), by another 50 miles, encompassing the city’s Center
City and University City business districts. The Philadelphia buildout followed
earlier fiber network expansions in Denver, northern California’s east bay region,
Boston and elsewhere since 2015.
Big cities aren’t the only beneficiaries of cable’s fiber-for-business expansion,
however. In Grimes, Iowa (pop. 11,909), local businesses have expanded their
operations with support from cable provider Mediacom Communications, whose
new “Gigabit+” buildout makes speeds of 1 Gbps to 10 Gbps available to
businesses that used to rely on high-latency satellite connections and expensive
T1 lines. “We’re going to more than double our business in the next 12 months,”
said Roy McDonald, IT Director for the Grimes-headquartered home improvement
company Aqua Care USA in a 2016 interview. “We already have territories
planned out, equipment bought. We’re working on more property for more
building space. None of this could have happened without the fiber.”
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EMPHASIZING THE “F” IN “HFC”
As a consequence of these buildouts and others like them across the country, there’s an interesting new wrinkle in the
makeup of cable’s physical networks. Most of the networks cable companies have built over time use a hybrid design:
fiber optic lines sling video and data information to localized serving nodes, with high-capacity coaxial cables taking over
for the last leg of the journey to the home or building. These so-called “HFC” networks (hybrid fiber-coax) make up the
dominant share of the cable network architecture across the U.S. But in the business realm, the model gets flipped.
Cable companies are increasingly extending fiber networks all the way to buildings and customer demarcation points, in
many instances removing the coaxial framework entirely. This fiber-to-the-building architecture (sometimes called “fiber
deep/Node+0”) represents an important transformation that makes the industry’s longstanding identification terminology
– “cable” – a bit misleading. In the business-telecom segment, the new nom-du-jour is actually “fiber.”

In the business-telecom segment, the
new nom-du-jour is actually “fiber.”
Services that run over cable’s expanding network of optical fiber include Metro Ethernet connectivity, Ethernet Private
Line and Ethernet Private LAN, and a range of bandwidth-assuring Dedicated Internet solutions. Regardless of the
particular flavor, they share common attributes that may include symmetrical speeds, rapid data transmission,
SLA-backed performance, redundant architectures and massive scalability. In one indication of the trend toward all-fiber
connectivity, the cable company Cox Communications has registered the brand name Cox Optical Internet, referring to a
range of fiber-enabled services that offer businesses dedicated, symmetrical speeds scalable to 10 Gbps, backed by
enterprise-grade service level agreements. One recent implementation: the November 2016 completion of a 54-mile,
wide-area network for the San Diego Unified School District that connects an
additional 92 schools. District superintendent Cindy Marten says connectivity
enabled by the network gives students access to enterprise class Wi-Fi service,
“allowing them to collaborate with their teachers and peers in amazing new ways.”
The momentum isn’t limited to the largest U.S. cable companies, however. In
Oregon, the independently owned cable provider BendBroadband offers a
Dedicated Internet service delivering symmetrical download/upload speeds
ranging from 5 Mbps to 1 Gbps, backed by multiple redundant network paths and
a 24/7 network operations center. These and countless other industry offerings
are designed for bandwidth-hungry enterprises with zero tolerance for latency and
a need for assured redundancy to maintain always-on connectivity.

NEW FEATS
Direct-to-premise fiber networking has enabled cable industry customers like
Arizona’s Prescott College (see sidebar) to accomplish feats they couldn’t support
over predecessor networks. The liberal arts college is expanding its online
distance-education program thanks to a symmetrical 100 Mbps link installed and
maintained by Cable One, the cable company serving the Prescott area.
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The Prescott implementation underscores how cable companies, as owners and operators of their own fiber network
facilities, can work nimbly to solve business and institutional communications problems. In Prescott, Cable One’s
Dedicated Internet Access solution replaced a prior networking implementation that suffered not only from substandard
reliability but from a poor sense of geography: The old network required the college to route data traffic through a server
center in Phoenix, 100 miles away, merely in order to convey data to a building across the street. (Either that, or bear
the high expense of maintaining an MPLS). Now, explains Cable One engineer Michael Hill, the Cable One
implementation connects buildings on the campus through a localized routing architecture that, among other things,
allows for local caching of Netflix content to serve student dorm rooms (this is college, after all). Among additional
benefits: enabling family members and friends to watch graduation ceremonies live from remote locations. “Students
often get text messages from their relatives who are watching from the other side of America right after they get handed
their diploma,” says Hill. “So not only are they watching, but they also get to share in the experience.”
Prescott is just one example of a wider trend. The cable industry’s business-bred fiber networks, stretching over more than
400,000 combined route miles, support a wide range of next-generation technologies and applications that power new
possibilities across vertical business categories like education, finance, healthcare, hospitality and government services.

SPORTS AT SCALE
Some implementations even make it more enjoyable to watch a game or other sports event. In Las Vegas, fans who
come to the 20,000-seat T-Mobile Arena are surrounded by high-speed connectivity, thanks to more than 500 Wi-Fi
hotspots powered by a Cox Communications fiber optic network. In Atlanta, Major League Baseball’s Atlanta Braves
flipped the switch on a new Comcast fiber network in association with the team’s
move to a new ballpark and business complex in April 2017, lighting up 800
Wi-Fi hotspots that are backed by a tandem of 100 Gbps Ethernet lines. Whether
the Braves win or lose at the team’s home ballpark, the Comcast-operated fiber
network assures that one outcome is certain: Gone are the days of interminably
spinning progress wheels or elongated waits for text messages to launch as
thousands of fans contend for network resources between pitches.
Cable’s fiber networks also are becoming fixtures in the financial services realm,
where the industry lives up to rigorous performance criteria demanded by banks
and regulators. Service level agreements tied to Spectrum Enterprise’s fiber
network in New York, for example, spell out standards around packet loss and
data latency that satisfy regulatory compliance mandates for network
performance, transparency, client-data replication and data-security. “This allows
employees and clients to access and share proprietary financial information
regardless of how and from where they access the network,” Spectrum Enterprise
says. One regional bank operator, New York’s Catskill Hudson Bank, has taken
advantage of Spectrum Enterprise’s capabilities to deploy a fiber-based Ethernet
Private LAN that connects multiple bank branches with circuits ranging from 10 to
100 Mbps. The implementation, one among many that involve cable-maintained
fiber connections, illustrates common themes around reliability and scalability.
With its improved networking functionality, the regional bank has been able to expand its operations, adding branches in
distant communities. “The way our old network was built, branches were 15 minutes apart…with this new design, we can
put a branch anywhere,” says Catskill Hudson’s senior vice president Theodor Tomita III.
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On-network connections also represent one of the fastest-growing business
segments for Atlantic Broadband, the Quincy, Mass.-based cable company
whose terrain includes urban and suburban locales in Connecticut and
Florida, plus a range of smaller markets. John Romagnoli, who heads the
company’s commercial product development group, knows why. An analysis
he conducted in 2017 showed that in key markets, customers’ Internet access
consumption grew 80% in a single year. A big driver is the transformation to
digital record-keeping across a variety of vertical sectors including healthcare
and education. “Every industry seems to be going through a complete
digitization of their record-keeping,” Romagnoli says. “That opens up
opportunity for more cloud-based service providers. And every time an app
moves from the desktop to the cloud, the need for bandwidth rises.”

CLOSING THE FIBER GAP
So does the cable industry’s presence in the fiber-for-business marketplace.
Developments like Altice USA’s continued footprint-wide fiber expansion and the
growth of Spectrum Enterprise’s fiber network underscore how the cable industry is
helping to collapse the “fiber gap,” or the delta between the total number of
mid-sized and larger business locations and the number of locations that can
take advantage of on-network fiber connectivity. In 2004, 11 percent of U.S.
commercial buildings with 20-plus employees were “fiber-lit,” according to telecommunications researcher
Vertical Systems. As of 2016 nearly half of all U.S. buildings had achieved that designation.
In Westchester County, N.Y.,

Altice Business
network has the ability to reach

88%
of the roughly

59,000 companies
that operate in the area.

One reason is the willingness of companies like Altice USA to commit to
large-scale regional deployments. In Westchester County, N.Y., the Altice
Business network has the ability to reach 88 percent of the roughly 59,000
companies that operate in the area. Among those taking advantage is the
county itself. From synchronizing traffic lights to arranging for live
“tele-medicine” consultations between physicians and patients at county
facilities, the local government has transformed the way it serves its
citizens with help from Altice’s managed fiber optic network.
This isn’t news to SCTE’s Stoneback, who notes that cable has already
surpassed key milestones by extending fiber directly to the business
premises. “Large businesses want a direct fiber connection,” he says.
“And the industry is nearing the point where fiber will pass almost every
one of them.”
While cable companies aren’t alone in closing the fiber gap, they’re a
strong rising force. In March 2017 Vertical Systems noted the cable
industry was the fastest-growing segment on the firm’s Ethernet
Leaderboard rankings, which tally the number of business U.S. Ethernet
connections by provider type. More proof that cable providers are solidly
positioned to deliver the benefits of fiber connectivity to a steadily
increasing number of enterprises for years to come.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF CTAM:
At CTAM, we believe that connectivity has the power to transform lives. CTAM unites the visionaries and leaders in the
media, communications, and technology to expand our world through exciting consumer experiences that touch and
enrich our daily existence, from what we watch to how we communicate to the way we work. CTAM accomplishes this
through collaborative marketing and communications, business solutions, and executive education.
Copyright @ 2017 by CTAM. All rights reserved. | Contact: info@ctam.com
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CASE STUDY

HIGHER LEARNING, THE FIBER OPTIC WAY
Location:
Customer:
Cable provider:

Prescott, Ariz.
Prescott College

Solution:

Dedicated Internet Access

WHAT IT DOES:
Enables the liberal arts college to expand its distance-learning initiatives while
improving campus-wide connectivity. The college recently added its first completely
online course (part of the Social Justice curriculum). Also broadcasts graduations,
colloquiums, and symposium over the Internet to families, friends, mentors, and
other faculty who can’t be there live.

WHY IT MATTERS:
Prescott College wants to create new education delivery models including remote
learning and virtual desktop applications for its labs. The Dedicated Internet Access
network from Cable One makes that possible. “Previously, the ability to innovate new
kinds of online learning have been limited to what existing hosted learning
management systems deliver,” says Cable One’s Michael Hill, who helped to devise
the new networking arrangement. “The College could never leverage its own private
cloud because of reliability problems. Now they can.”
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FUEL FOR AMERICA’S PASTIME
Location:
Customer:
Cable provider:

Atlanta, GA
The Battery Atlanta

Solution:

Dual-Ethernet advanced fiber network

WHAT IT DOES:
Supplies capacity from two 100 G/bps Ethernet lines to Atlanta’s SunTrust Park and
adjacent retail/mixed-use development including the Coca-Cola Roxy Theater and
the Omni Hotel. Comcast’s network provides video, voice and high-speed Internet
connectivity throughout the 60-acre project, which includes the ballpark, retail shops,
restaurants, an office tower, hotel, an entertainment venue and residential units.

WHY IT MATTERS:
In addition to providing extensive Wi-Fi connectivity throughout SunTrust Park,
Comcast’s fiber network enables business customers to showcase a host of
emerging technology applications that are transforming their businesses. Atlanta
Braves vice president of development and Battery Atlanta GM Jeremy Strife says the
network helps create new business possibilities. “Battery Atlanta tenants cite the
Comcast Business internet service as an opportunity to explore more sophisticated
brand experiences and interact with visitors, fans and customers in exciting new
ways,” he says.
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LIGHTWAVES WITH A TASTE FOR THE ARTS
Location:
Customer:
Cable provider:

Waterford, Conn.
Eugene O’Neill Theater Center

Solution:

Dedicated Internet Access

WHAT IT DOES:
Provides bandwidth to serve a campus that has doubled in size while scaling to
accommodate seasonal influxes of students and artists at peak-demand times.

WHY IT MATTERS:
Artists and playwrights interested in working at Connecticut’s renowned Eugene
O’Neill Theater Center used to have limited options for exploring the opportunity:
They could make a trip to the seaside campus, or arrange a phone call with a
representative. Now, live video conferences supported by Atlantic Broadband’s
network bring prospective students together with faculty with a sense of you-are-there
intimacy. The new tool is one of several benefits tied to Atlantic Broadband’s
fiber-powered Dedicated Internet and PRI (Private Rate Interface) solutions. The
theater center’s executive director Preston Whiteway says a key feature is the ability
to scale to meet spikes in demand: “Given our unique business model and seasonal
cycles, Atlantic Broadband has worked with us to ensure we have the communication
services and speeds we need throughout the year to improve efficiencies and match
the influx of students and artists in the summer months.” In turn, that helps the theater
center fulfill its mission. “These new technologies will add to overall economic growth
by enabling us to attract new students, artists, teachers, and musicians at the top of
their field, globally,” Whiteway says.
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EDUCATION AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT
Location:
Customer:
Cable provider:

New Jersey
New Jersey Schools and School Districts

Solution:

High-speed broadband, voice and data

WHAT IT DOES:
Provides products and services that help participating schools make connectivity
more ubiquitous, expand online curriculums, support distance learning, increase
parental involvement and connect facilities, while aiding cost-control efforts.

WHY IT MATTERS:
Students in more than 110 New Jersey schools now have access to some of the
most sophisticated, modern tools for preparing to work and flourish in the digital age.
Altice Business has worked with customers to upgrade and prepare networks for
Google-based learning and application development, robotics classes and education,
TV production, security camera initiatives, school gamification learning and
standardized testing as part of the State Digital Readiness for Learning and
Assessment Project.
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BETTER GOVERNMENT, COURTESY OF FIBER
Location:
Customer:
Cable provider:

Hidalgo, Texas
Hidalgo County government

Solution:

Ethernet Private LAN, Fiber Internet Access, PRI, Business Voice

WHAT IT DOES:
Connects 43 locations to deliver high-quality voice and data services offering faster
connectivity that improve manpower and public safety while providing flexibility to
increase bandwidth as demand for services continues to grow.

WHY IT MATTERS:
The county’s population has more than doubled to 800,000 people in 20 years. With
service demand growing faster than county revenues, government officials needed
ways to produce greater efficiencies from their telecom networks. The goal: keep
information flowing across dispersed facilities while empowering thousands of
employees. Today, a fiber-rich Spectrum Enterprise EP-LAN solution connects
courts, clinics, educational offices and more. Hidalgo County credits Spectrum
Enterprise with helping the county maintain existing services and add vital new
services despite a challenging budgetary environment. Better still, the county can
quickly ramp up speed and resources as demand patterns change. “Fiber,” says the
county’s Chief Information Officer Renán Ramirez, “gives us the flexibility to… say
‘turn it up.’”
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CASE STUDY

FIBER-IZING THE EVENT EXPERIENCE
Location:
Customer:
Cable provider:

Las Vegas, Nev.
T-Mobile Arena

Solution:

10 Gbps diverse/redundant fiber network

WHAT IT DOES:
Supports deployment of wired and wireless Internet connectivity inside the
20,000-seat events arena (owned by AEG and MGM Resorts) with more than 550
Wi-Fi access points delivering downstream speeds of up to 20 Mbps to Wi-Fi
enabled devices. Also, in concert with Cisco’s StadiumVision platform, manages
delivery of 60-plus high-definition TV channels to 650 digital displays located in VIP
luxury suites, opera boxes and clubs, as well as concession and public areas.

WHY IT MATTERS:
Connecting multiple simultaneous users at scale with tremendous data throughput is
essential for the data-engulfing, video-loving concert-goer or sports fan. Mark Faber,
senior vice president for AEG Global Partnerships, says the Cox network is
instrumental in solving a core objective: “Creating memorable experiences for our
guests every time they attend an event.”
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